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Introduction

During the past year, the tandem accelerator achieved a record 3900

hours of "beam available for research." This amounts to a 23% increase in

research time over that of last year. This was achieved despite 15 tank

openings, 13 of which were unscheduled. The highest terminal voltage for a

regularly scheduled experiment was 21.5 MV, an increase of 1.2 MV over the

previous year.

An arc discharge conditioning test was conducted on the top five units

of the accelerator and a test of the accelerator with macropulsed beam was

accomplished in January 1985.

Problems

Operating experience with the tandem accelerator over the past year is

summarized in Table I. It is evident from the table that the largest

contributor to tank opening? is still vacuum leaks and that most of these

occurred following major maintenance periods during which the vacuum

system was let up to atmosphere. Although a careful leak test is always

conducted following any entry of the vacuum system, pressurization of the

tank with SF6 frequently reveals a leak requiring one, or more, additional

tank openings.
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Failure of the drive system for the 25 kVA alternator in the terminal

resulted in two tank openings during the yet*. First, the toothed belt

broke, strewing rubber teeth through the upper part of the column and

destroying the belt guard. The belt was replaced but caused another tank

opening two and one-half months later. The new belt contained a steel core

which was exposed and abraded by the belt guard after failure of a belt-

retaining ring on one of the toothed pulleys. The abrasion produced many

small wires which reduced the voltage-breakdown point of the terminal to

about 16 MV.

Another very troublesome problem which appeared last year was what has

been termed "tic-ing." Tics are voltage breakdowns of a few tenths MV to a

few MV which are apparently beam induced. The tics are accompanied by vacuum

and x-ray activity. The tic frequency varies from zero to about one per

minute. Voltage recovery time is mostly very short, but for short tic-

periods, the interruptions in beam are very annoying to the experimenter.

Thus far, no single cause of tic-ing has been determined, but it appears to

be correlated with variations in several parameters. One necessary con-

dition is that the injected beam be at least the order of 0,5 microampere.

Failure of a chain sheave bearing resulted in two tank openings in

September. The bearing failed after 25,000 hours and the short-term solu-

tion was removal of the associated chain since the required charging

current was only 90 microamperes. However, one of the remaining two chains

carried 80% of the current, resulting in slippage of the chain as charging

increased. Thus a second tank opening was required to replace the bearing

and the chain which was earlier removed.
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Other problems encountered during the year were: failure and incorrect

adjustment of the stripper gas-leak valve; separation of the shorting rod

during a conditioning period; voltage breakdown in an internal lens,

resulting in transmission loss; and an unexplained imbalance in the

charging system following a spark.

Achievements

As stated earlier, the major achievement during the past year was

provision of 3900 hours of beam time for research. A distribution of beam

time with terminal voltage is shown in Fig. 1. Also, despite many tank

openings, unscheduled maintenance time was reduced by a factor of two from

the preceding year. There were two extended periods of operation, one of

three months, and one of two months, without a tank opening.

Eight new ion species were provided for research last year. These

were LH, 7Li, 40Ca, 13C, 52Cr, 90Zr, 93Nb, and 2 3 8U. Two new ion sources

were operated in the injector. Both are cesium surface ionization sources;

one employs an annular geometry cylindrical ionizer,1* while the second has

a spherical geometry ionizer.5 The annular geometry source was in service

for several months and proved to be very reliable and more easily operated

than the radial geometry (Aarhus type) source used previously.6 The

spherical geometry source has been in use for only a few weeks and seems

to have many of the attributes of the annualar geometry source. However, it

should theoretically have lower emittance. Both sources provide intensities

of a few to several tens of microamperes, depending on the ion species. A

beam emittance test facility has also been developed for ion source testing.
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In January 1985, operation of the tandem accelerator with a macro-

pulsed beam was demonstrated using the cylindrical geometry source equipped

with a pulsed probe power supply.7 In this test, a 1 60~ pulsed beam was

injected into and accelerated by the tandem. The injected pulses had a

period of 0.125 sec, an average intensity of 100 vh, and a duration of 100

ys. After stripping in a 6 yg/cm2 carbon foil in the terminal to charge

state +6, the beam was further accelerated to about 99 MeV producing an

output pulse of intensity 140 yA. With a charge-state fraction of 50%, the

fractional transmission was 47% which is typical of continuous beams under

similar conditions. No deleterious effects of any kind were observed on

accelerator operation due to the macropulsed beam.

A hydrogen arc discharge cleaning test was conducted on the top five

units of the tandem accelerator.8 The arc was maintained for a period of

six hours in each tube and the arc current was 4 amperes. Hydrogen

pressure in the tubes was maintained in the range of 0.1 to 0.25 Torr.

While no harmful effects of the discharge were noted there was also no

appreciable increase in breakdown voltage. Unfortunately, it is possible

that any improvement could have been masked by a vacuum accident which

followed the arc discharge causing titanium dust to be blown into the

low-energy tube. In any event, the achievable voltage level was essen-

tially the same before and after the discharge. There was, however, a

marked difference in conditioning activity after the arc discharge. Pulsed

X rays, normally present during conditioning, were not observed. .
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Additions and Modifications

Probably the most significant addition to the tandem accelerator

during the past year was the acquisition of a computer and additional

memory for use in the control system. A surplus Perkin-Elmer 8-32 com-

puter was obtained from another laboratory division and used to replace an

older 7-32 model. Additional components, obtained from the same source,

were combined with existing parts to configure a second computer for com-

ponent testing and replacement service. A third 8-32 unit was already in

service as the Control and Supervisory Computer (CSC) which is used mainly

for software development and calculation.

Another addition, which has significantly improved energy resolution

and stability in coupled-mode operation, was the construction of a new

phase-lock circuit for the beam buncher. This circuit is much simpler than

that previously used. Basically, the circuit generates a phase error

signal by comparing a signal from the cyclotron (ORIC) to a signal excited

in a tuned circuit by the beam pulse. The signals are compared in a

double-balanced mixer and the resultant phase error information controls a

phase-shifter in the RF drive to the beam buncher.

Other significant changes during the year were: (1) removal of power

from all heater plates in the accelerator tubes by disconnecting casting

alternators; (2) installation of a new manual Faraday Cup in the injection

line permitting ion source development while the low-energy accelerator

tube is at atmospheric pressure; and (3) installation of an aperture in the

gas stripper tube to reduce loading on the ion pumps.
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Computer programs for computing and recording accelerator parameters

were further improved. The keyboard, which has been used to communicate

with the control computer, has been eliminated and its function transferred

to a CRT terminal. The magnet-cycling program has been revised to reduce

the frequency of relay operation in the magnet power supplies, and software

for beam buncher operation has been improved.
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TABLE 1

10/1 - 11/29/84

11/29 - 12/31/84

1/1 - 1/9/85

1/10 - 2/7/85

2/7 - 2/10/85

2/10 - 5/1/85

5/1 - 5/3/85

5/3 - 5/10/85

5/10 - 5/29/85

5/31 - 6/12/85

6/13 - 6/21/85

6/21 - 6/23/85

6/24 - 7/17/85

7/17 - 7/20/8b

7/21 - 9/14/85

9/14 - 9/15/85

9/16 - 9/17/85

9/17 - 9/22/85

9/22 - 10/1/85

Operation

Scheduled maintenance (arc discharge)

Tank open 3 times to repair leaks and

investigate sparks

Operation

Tank open to repair gas leak valve

Operation

Tank open to replace terminal

alternator belt

Operation

Scheduled maintenance

Tank open three times to repair leaks

Operation

Tank open to re-connect shorting rod

Operation

Tank open to repair terminal

alternator drive

Operation

Tank open to remove chain (bad

bearing)

Operation

Tank open twice to replace sheave

bearing and repair leak

Operation
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